Background {#Sec1}
==========

Approaches to plants phenotyping based on image processing provide the basis for many current and challenging tasks that require precise classification of objects based on analysis of a large number of features. Microscopic images are widely used as an essential source of information on cells morphometric characteristics and cellular tissue architecture due to modern computer vision algorithms of segmentation \[[@CR1]\]. Such issues are mentioned in scientific papers where images are used as a source of data for studying patterning of multiple cell types in the plant epidermis \[[@CR2]\], investigating the topology of pavement cells for developing Arabidopsis leaves \[[@CR3]\] and mechanisms for puzzle-like cells emerging \[[@CR4]\], detecting exit from proliferation during Arabidopsis leaf development \[[@CR5]\].

The epidermis of cereals leaf is a complex tissue consisting of different cell types forming a specific cellular pattern from parallel cell longitudinal rows. Occurring for a long time a unidirectional growth of these leaves enables to observe a series of successive morphogenetic stages at one time moment. Therefore, leaf epidermis is a fruitful biological model for studying mechanisms of plant morphogenesis, for example, in stressful conditions \[[@CR6]\]. Critical in this methodology is to quantify cell geometry or other features of epidermal tissue for extended fragments of leaves. Confocal microscopy is an appropriate tool to take the quantitative characteristics describing the cellular structure of the leaf epidermis. However, involving large data-sets in the analysis requires high-performance computer image processing methods.

The plant-image-analysis database \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\] provides an overview of existing software for plant image analysis. Among others, there are some tools suitable for quantifying properties of cells and tissues for cereal leaves accounting their structural features. The following programs are independent software systems. *MorphoGraphX* \[[@CR10]\] and *ACME* (Automated Cell Morphology Extractor) \[[@CR11]\] are multi-task plant tissue phenotyping tools used in various research groups to investigate growth mechanisms in both plant and animal systems. *iRoCS Toolbox* \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\] is developed for the analysis of the cell structure of Arabidopsis root and automatically fits standardized coordinates to raw 3D image data. *CellSeT* \[[@CR14]\] is intended for root analysis and is not suitable for the case of the epidermis of a leaf of cereals when the pattern contains large and small neighboring cells. *Areoana* \[[@CR15]\] allows quantifying parameters of leaf cells for the moss and is specially designed for these species. Another group of programs is implemented in the form of ImageJ (Fiji) plugins \[[@CR16]\] that in most cases allows using multiple plugins and built-in functions within one image processing workflow. To work with images in lsm-format (laser scanning microscopy) an *LSM toolbox* \[[@CR17]\] was developed. A plugin for stitching confocal images \[[@CR18]\] works on 2D and 3D images. *PaCeQuant* \[[@CR19]\] was elaborated for structural features quantification from 2D images of Arabidopsis leaves. *Morphological Segmentation* \[[@CR20]\] implements the algorithm of marker watershed and allows to segment biological objects on images. *LobeFinder* \[[@CR21]\] implements a convex-hull based algorithm to identify lobes, quantifies geometric properties, and creates a useful graphical output for further analysis. *Costanza* (COnfocal STack ANalyZer Application) \[[@CR22]\] is a plugin for segmentation and analyzing stacks of image data designed for shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis mutants expressing the green fluorescent protein on cell membranes.

Our study aimed to develop a workflow for quantifying structural properties of cereal leaves epidermis. A crucial link in this workflow is a Fiji plugin LSM-W^2^ that extracts Leaf Surface Morphology from Laser Scanning Microscopy images. The plugin is able to process multi-channel multi-frame 3D images in lsm-format obtained from confocal laser scanning microscope. During processing, the plugin takes into account structural, staining and microscopy features of the tissue studied. In the article, we describe the plugin implementation and discuss four case studies demonstrating the plugin application for solving biological tasks. Experimental images of leaf fragments were obtained from wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) cultivars Chinese spring, Rodina, and Saratovskaya 29, and maize (*Zea mays* L.) inbred line 611 originated from cv. Mo17.

Implementation {#Sec2}
==============

Technique for 3D images obtaining {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

For successful segmentation, on the input images, the cell walls and nuclei of the epidermal cells of the leaf should be well distinguishable, and the background signal should be as low as possible. This purpose was achieved by staining of fixed samples of leaves fragments with a set of fluorescent dyes (DAPI and PI for leaf fragments from the mature zone, CW and PI for leaf fragments from the growth zone). Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} contains a detailed sample preparation protocol. The resulted 3D images visualized cell walls in the "blue" channel and the cell nuclei in the "red" channel.

A laser scanning microscope LSM 780 NLO (Zeiss, Germany) based on AxioObserver Z1 (Zeiss, Germany) was used to obtain 3D images. A 3D scan of an extended region in high resolution (more than 1 pixel per 1 *μ*m) allows quantifying characteristics of the leaf epidermal cellular pattern (size and shape of cells and nuclei, and their mutual arrangement). A relatively small view field of the microscope compared with the size of the required leaf fragment resulted in repetitive movements of the scan area ("tile scan" mode). Note that it is necessary to provide such resolution along the vertical axis also. To scan cereal leaves we used from 40 to 150 z-slices, depending on the degree of the leaf surface curvature. For the correct segmentation, it is necessary that the thickness of the cell wall and the nucleus diameter consist of more than about 3-5 pixels. Hence, by estimating the average sizes of large and small cells (for growing and mature zones of leaves), parameters of magnification and the distance between neighboring optical slices should be set correctly. Thus, the obtained 3D-images are multi-frame and multi-channel (two channels were used in this work) lsm-files. Each frame in each color channel consists of a set of square-shaped slices (as a rule their size is 512 × 512, 1024 × 1024, or 2048 × 2048 pixels) packed in a stack.

Processing of 3D images with LSM-W^2^ {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

A 3D-image obtained according to the described above method must be downloaded into the plugin. The output can be obtained as segmented images where the areas of cells and nuclei are marked as well as the results of measurements and comparisons of the volumes of cells and nuclei in table form. A segmented image is a tif-file in which each pixel can have one of the following values: 0 (background), 1 (segment boundary) or a unique index of the segment (cell or nucleus).

The main functions of the plugin include: Formation and slice-by-slice visualization of 3D images in the form of separate color channels. Also the construction of a new image, which is the result of pixel linear operations with two (or more) channels. In some cases, the application of the segmentation algorithm for such a new image may result in fewer errors.Image quality improvement including the elimination of shifts and overlaps of the frames, and application of the anisotropic diffusion filter \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\] in order to smooth and eliminate noise in the image, while maintaining the boundaries of cells and nuclei. The application of the filter significantly improves the quality of cell segmentation performed at the next processing step.Formation of a virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer (more details are below and in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 1Formation of a virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer by LSM-W^2^ plugin. **a-e** Construction of the leaf surface and 2D virtual cut. **a** Fragment of 3D reconstruction of the wheat leaf epidermis in the growth zone. Points 1, 2, 3 denote virtual punctures; red dots indicate the leaf surface. **b** Plots of intensity vs. slice number corresponding to three virtual punctures from A. Red dots indicate the maximum intensity points; the red dotted line shows the leaf surface approximation that is the "leaf surface mask." **c** The 3D surface plot of the "leaf surface mask." **d** The virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer. **e** The segmented image on which a unique index marks each epidermal cell. Different colors correspond to different indices. **f-i** Correction of the "leaf surface mask" image for the pubescent leaf of wheat cv. Saratovskaya 29 for trichomes removing. **f** Initial 2D image with virtual cut carries trichomes complicating segmentation. **g** The "leaf surface mask" image taking into account the trichomes. **h** The "leaf surface mask" image with trichomes removed by mathematical morphology operations. **i** Resulting 2D image with virtual cut free of trichomesSegmentation by applying the Morphological Segmentation plugin \[[@CR20], [@CR26]\] for 2D/3D images containing information about the location of cell walls and nuclei. This plugin implements the algorithm of morphological segmentation through the watershed algorithm with markers \[[@CR27]\], and can process both border images (cell walls) and object images (cell nuclei). Regions of cells can be isolated directly from the 3D image or the 2D image reconstructed before (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a-e).Manual correction of defects for the segmented regions of cells (combining and removing of incorrectly segmented fragments). Automatic correction of defects for the segmented regions of nuclei (if the nucleus segment turned out to be fragmented and the boundary between the fragments has a width of one pixel). In addition, cells and nuclei can be grouped. For example, cells of the same type, or cells forming the same longitudinal cell row.Calculation of volumes for cells and nuclei based on the number of pixels in the corresponding region and meta-information from the lsm-file. If two segmented images are obtained, then the indices of cells and nuclei can be related to each other based on the relative location of the segmented regions.

Formation of a virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the 3D images of cereal leaves, the following critical features were caught. Firstly, the outer part of the cell wall of the epidermal cells has a higher signal intensity than the lower one. Secondly, trichomes of pubescent wheat varieties rise above the epidermal layer creating a shadow, and their cell wall has a more intense signal than other epidermal cells. In connection with these features, segmentation of cells in the form of three-dimensional objects is often impossible. Therefore, the plugin has implemented a function forming a 2D image with a virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer. This algorithm is based on the assumption that the maximum of fluorescent signal intensity is concentrated on the outer part of the cell wall for the epidermal cells (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a-e). In this case, if we make a virtual puncture through a stack of slices at each point of the XY-plane (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) and observe the change in the intensity of this signal along the Z-axis, then intensity maxima will be observed at points lying on the leaf surface (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The set of these maximum points form a "leaf surface mask" (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). The intensity values at points lying inside the leaf and removed from the "leaf surface mask" for a fixed distance forms a 2D image with a virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). Segmentation of such 2D images contains much fewer errors than segmentation of 3D image for the same leaf fragment. In addition, it requires less time and computing resources and in some cases is more convenient for further analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}e). The "leaf surface mask" can be additionally edited with the help of filters (such as mean or median filters) and grayscale mathematical morphology \[[@CR28]\] operations, in particular, to remove external outgrowths of trichomes, if they do not participate in further analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} f-i). In the case of 2D segmentation, to calculate the correspondence between cells and nuclei, the plugin uses a parameter of the epidermal layer depth and approximates each cell with a cylinder with base corresponding to the 2D projection of the cell.

To implement the plugin, we used the ImageJ platform \[[@CR29]\] which has an open source code in the Java language and its plugins are used for a wide range of tasks in biological image analysis and processing. The complete class diagram is shown on the Figure S1 (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). A detailed manual containing all the functions of LSM-W^2^ is given in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}.

Further possibilities of data analysis for LSM-W^2^ outputs {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------

2D images of virtual cuts reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer constructed with LSM-W^2^ from confocal 3D images are suitable for further manual analysis and allow an expert marking with other tools. For example, we used an ImageJ plugin CellCounter \[[@CR30]\] in our work \[[@CR6]\] for marking the aberrations of stomatal morphogenesis in the epidermis of boot leaves of wheat in response to cold stress. In addition, such images can be analyzed further using other programs, such as CellSeT \[[@CR14]\], implementing alternative cell segmentation algorithms.

Topology and geometry are two critical aspects that should be considered when clarifying the mechanisms that determine the development of epidermal leaf tissue. Geometric characteristics include the shape and size of the cells, while topological characteristics refer to the connectivity of cells within the tissue, and can be characterized, for example, by the number of neighbors of each cell. Segmented images extracted with LSM-W^2^ from lsm-files consist of cell regions marked with unique indices can and serve as a rich source of data on the morphological properties of epidermal cells. Marked images can serve as part of a plant phenotype study produced by a high-level general-purpose programming language such as Mathematica, MathLab, and Python that have rich libraries of functions for image analysis whereby morphometric properties for a large number of cells can be extracted. These data can serve as the basis for constructing spatial diagrams and studying the spatial distribution of the morphological properties of cells through a leaf.

The results of measurements and comparisons of the volume of cells and nuclei extracted by LSM-W^2^ in the form of csv-files can be further processed using multidimensional data analysis methods.

Results and discussion {#Sec7}
======================

In this section, we discuss four case studies showing the applying of the proposed plugin for solving biological tasks.

Case study 1. Defining parameters of a jigsaw-puzzle pattern for maize leaf epidermal cells {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In vascular plants, leaf epidermal pavement cells often have wavy contours due to the formation of lobes by anticlinal cell walls. Currently, the mechanisms of jigsaw-puzzle pattern formation in the process of plant development are issues for consideration. Image analysis methods play a significant role including using mathematical modeling to test hypotheses about possible details of these mechanisms \[[@CR31]\]. Molecular signals, whose targets are the cytoskeleton and cell wall, are actively studied on Arabidopsis and maize. Thus, the review \[[@CR32]\] deals with studies concerning mechanisms of puzzle structure formation in the epidermis of Arabidopsis. It has been shown that mutations affecting microtubules on microtubule-associated processes and/or actin cytoskeleton result in reduced lobing and, accordingly, the formation of polyhedral cells instead of wild-type cells. Higaki and co-authors proposed a model of epidermal patterning for the Arabidopsis leaf \[[@CR33]\]. The degree of expression for the jigsaw-puzzle structure was estimated as the ratio of the perimeter of a young cell to the perimeter of a more mature cell and was verified by images. Although recently some studies were performed on the development of puzzle-shaped cells, more measurements on the growth of the anticlinal walls during lobe formation are needed to clarify the issue \[[@CR34]\].

In this case study, we show how the proposed plugin can be used to obtain data on the cellular properties for the maize leaf epidermis in the form of a map of segmented cells. Further, the characteristics of the epidermal cells from the point of view of their "lobeyness" were obtained.

A fragment of the tenth leaf of maize (*Zea mays* L.) inbred line 611 originated from cv. Mo17 (kindly provided by Pavel Panikhin from Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biology SB RAS, Novosibirsk) was stained and scanned according to the protocol (see Methods in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). As a result, a 3D image for a 2334.72 × 778.24×42 *μ*m leaf fragment was obtained. Using the LSM-W^2^ plugin, the fragments were combined into a general 3D image, and a 2D image of the virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer was obtained (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). The "leaf surface mask" was corrected in order to remove trichomes from the image (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), improved 2D image (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) further was segmented using the Morphological Segmentation plugin integrated into the LSM-W^2^ (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d). The segmented image allows quantifying the parameters of the cellular pattern. In this case study, we estimated the degree of waviness for pavement epidermal cells. To perform this task, we used the parameter "lobeyness" which is the ratio of the cell convex hull perimeter to the cell perimeter \[[@CR4]\]. "Lobeyness" gives a measure of how lobed the cell is. In the Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, cells consisting the maize leaf epidermis are marked with different colors, depending on the value of their "lobeyness". Pavement cells are marked with values close to 0.6 since their cell wall is the waviest. The undulating structure of the puzzle becomes less specific above the vessels. Cells of the stomata, trichomes, and other small cells are well distinguished from pavement cells by the value of "lobeyness". Estimating the relationship between "lobeyness" and cell area (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}g), we can define the following three clusters: pavement cells, stomata (guard and subsidiary) cells, and trichomes. The analysis is performed using the built-in functions of the Matematica 10 package. Fig. 2Defining parameters of the epidermal jigsaw-puzzle cell pattern for mature maize leaf. **a** 2D image of the virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer with trichomes. **b** Heat map of the "leaf surface mask" with different colors corresponding to different values of z-slice number. The "leaf surface mask" was corrected in order to remove trichomes from the image A. **c** 2D image of the virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer without trichomes. **d** Watershed cell segmentation with manual correction for the maize leaf fragment. **e** Heat map marking of cells based on their "lobeyness". Scale bars for A-E: 100 *μ*m. **f** Scatter plot of cells' area vs. cells' "lobeyness" with Canberra distance function for three clusters: pavement cells (green), stomata (blue), and trichomes and other small cells (orange). The maize leaf fragment containing 1325 cells was used for the analysis. **g** Explanation of the term "lobeyness", which is the ratio of the cell's perimeter (orange) to the cell's convex hull perimeter (black)

In addition to the above case study, the plugin can be useful for estimating the area of outgrowths in mutant forms and wild-type. With the help of a plugin, it is also possible to estimate the area of intercellular contacts, which is essential for studying signaling and intercellular adhesion.

Case study 2. Analysis of the pavement cells morphological parameters for the mature wheat leaf under control and water deficit conditions {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Water deficiency is one of the most important factors that reduce the yield of cereal crops. In this regard, studies of the tolerance of agricultural plants to drought are of great importance \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. It was shown that a wide range of plant species reveal the changes in the size and density of stomata and pavement epidermal cells during drought stress \[[@CR37]--[@CR39]\]. Previously, using LHDetect leaf fold image processing software \[[@CR40]\], we found that there is an increase in the number of trichomes on a wheat leaf with a decrease in their length in response to drought stress \[[@CR41]\]. However, this method cannot identify the differences for glabrous wheat varieties that carry the recessive phenotype of pubescence (such as cv. Rodina). The cellular pattern of the leaf epidermis of such varieties contains a significant number of cells morphologically corresponding to short trichomes. According to microscopic data, these cells have a small basal part and a pronounced cone-shaped outgrowth with a thickened cell wall, a height of 2-5 *μ*m. LHDetect2 allows analyzing trichomes on a leaf fold, but it cannot recognize trichomes of the extremely small size. While the LSM-W^2^ plugin allows analyzing the leaf surface, therefore, main epidermal cells may also be involved in the analysis.

The main epidermal cells protect the internal leaf tissues from the external environment and make a decisive contribution to the biomechanics of leaf growth. Therefore, changes in the morphological parameters of the main epidermal cells can act as an indicator of stress-induced changes in plant growth and morphogenesis. To understand the mechanisms of epidermal cellular structure formation, we need to identify the relative location and sizes of the main epidermal cells. These parameters can be obtained using the LSM-W^2^ plugin.

As a case study, we propose an analysis of the main epidermal cells morphological parameters in the leaves of the wheat cv. Rodina in favorable and water deficiency conditions. Plants were grown in of Mitcherlich containers, filled with 4 kg of expanded clay balls. The favorable conditions corresponded to 60%, and the water deficit conditions corresponded to 30% of the water from the total moisture capacity of the substrate, which was determined as described in the manual \[[@CR42]\]. The photoperiodic day/night cycle was 186 hours; the temperature condition was maintained at 14-16 ^∘^C at night and 20-23 ^∘^C during the day. A sodium-vapor lamp provided lighting; illumination of plants was carried out as 15−20·10^3^ lx. A 20 mm length fragments from the central part of boot leaves of wheat plants at the heading stage were used for comparative analysis.

Using the LSM-W^2^ plugin, we converted 3D-images into 2D-images and segmented cells (projections) and the nuclei (volumes). Using the function embedded in the plugin, cells and nuclei were mapped, and data on its sizes were saved as a csv-table. A total number of 874 main epidermal cells of control plants and 519 cells of plants subjected to stress were measured. Using the built-in functions of the Mathematica 10 package (ComponentMeasurements function) for segmented images, the morphological parameters of the cells were determined (length, width, elongation computed as 1-widthlength, and circularity computed as the ratio of equivalent disk perimeter to the perimeter length).

Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to identify what morphological parameters of cells are most significant for detecting the effect of stress. The following values were used in PCA: (i) morphological parameters for the pavement cells evaluated by 2D cell-segmented image (area, perimeter, largest axis of the best-fit ellipse (length), smallest axis of the best-fit ellipse (width), elongation (computed as 1-widthheight), circularity (computed as ratio of equivalent disk perimeter to the perimeter length), rectangularity (computed as fraction of pixels within the minimal bounding box); (ii) volume of cell nucleus; and (iii) type of the cell longitudinal row (determined by an expert). We found that cell length and perimeter make the most significant contribution to PC1 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). Also, we showed that in the conditions of water deficiency the morphological parameters of the main cells of the epidermis vary significantly (blue stars and red crosses on Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). This difference is well noticeable in the diagrams constructed for leaf fragments between two adjacent vessels. The diagrams show the spatial distribution for some parameters used in the PCA (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b-c). As a result, it was found that under the conditions of water deficiency, the parameters of the pavement epidermal cells change significantly. For a visual representation of the difference between control and water-deficit conditions, heat maps representing the spatial distribution of four parameters on the leaf fragments between two vessels were constructed (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b-c). In addition to changes in morphological parameters of the pavement cells, the overall leaf width also decreased under the conditions of water deficit. Fig. 3Analysis of the pavement cells morphological parameters for wheat cv. Rodina under control and water deficit conditions. **a** Principal component analysis (PCA) of morphological parameters (area (A), perimeter (P), length (L), width (W), elongation (El), circularity (C), rectangularity (R) of cell's projection, volume of cell's nuclear (NV), and type of longitudinal cell row (FT)) for the pavement cells under control (blue star), and water deficit (red cross) conditions; ellipses contain 95% of the sample elements. **b-c** Heat map marking for a fragment of the leaf epidermal pattern between two adjacent vessels based on morphological parameters of cells (length, width, elongation, and circularity) for control (B) and water deficit conditions (C). 874 cells were segmented for control, and 519 cells were segmented for water deficit conditions. The change in color from blue to yellow corresponds to a change in the corresponding parameter from the minimum to the maximum values

Case study 3. Determination of longitudinal cell rows initiation in the wheat leaf growth zone {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To clarify the mechanisms for the leaf epidermal pattern formation of cereals, it is necessary to study the mutual arrangement of cells in the growth zone. Morphogenesis of cereals leaf epidermis consists of several stages differing by the morphological features of the cells. In the meristem zone cells have almost round shape, then in the zone symmetrical divisions cells begin to elongate and organize longitudinal cell rows where division in the direction perpendicular to the leaf growth axis are allowed, then in the zone of asymmetric divisions specializing longitudinal cell rows is located. Definition of boundaries for the zone of longitudinal cell rows determinism is a topic for this case study. The aim was to classify cells according to their morphology that may predict their future specialization.

In this case, we studied changes in the epidermal cellular pattern in the growth zone for the epidermis of the fifth leaf of wheat cv. Chinese spring (from the genetic collection of the Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS kindly provided by Tatyana Pshenichnikova). Samples of leaves fragments were stained with DAPI and PI according to the standard procedure described in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The resulting two-channel 3D image containing information on the position of the cell walls and nuclei was processed according to the procedure described above. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a-c shows the steps of image processing. The virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer was obtained with the plugin LSM-W^2^ (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). By this image, segmentation of the cell walls was performed using a program *CellSeT* \[[@CR14]\]. As a result, the vertex model of the epidermal cell structure was constructed. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows an example of manual marking of longitudinal cell rows. According to this model, the following parameters were measured: cell length, number of neighbors, area. The dependence of these parameters on the spatial position of the cell inside the pattern and the current stage of differentiation was estimated. Morphological properties of 1721 cells were analyzed. Cells were clustered by K-means for five clusters based on morphological properties of its shapes. The diagram (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} d) shows the spatial distribution for cell types on the whole fragment. Cluster analysis made it possible to identify (i) a zone composed of round anisotropically dividing cells, (ii) a transition zone, and (iii) a zone where the determination of longitudinal cell rows begins. PCA reveals that cell length and perimeter make the major contribution in PC1 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} e). In the first zone, the cells have almost the same values of the area, in the second zone the values of the parameter were divided into a group of large cells, and a group of small ones, and in the third zone longitudinal rows of specialized cells were isolated. The average area of the cell in the tissue does not depend on the zone and remains constant. Data on the distribution of cell sizes along the leaf are useful for verifying cell-oriented growth models for linear leaves \[[@CR43]\]. Fig. 4Epidermal cell pattern in the growth zone of the wheat leaf. **a**--**c** The processing steps are demonstrated on a small part of the image. **a** The virtual cut reflecting the cellular structure of the epidermal layer. **b** Segmentation of the cell walls performed using a program CellSeT \[[@CR14]\]. **c** Manual marking of cells types based on longitudinal cell rows emergence. Scale bars for A-C: 100 *μ*m. **d** The diagram of spatial distribution for cell types on the whole fragment (1721 cells). Cells were clustered by K-means for five clusters based on x coordinate of the centroid, area, perimeter, length, width, elongation, circularity. **e** Principal component analysis of morphological parameters for the epidermal cells in the growing zone (area (A), perimeter (P), length (L), width (W), elongation (El), circularity (C), rectangularity (R) of cell's projection). Colors of points indicate cell type and correspond to the diagram (D)

Case study 4. Specification of stomata guard mother cells in the wheat leaf growth zone {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The mechanisms of the specialized epidermal structures formation require a comprehensive consideration because of their fundamental role for plant development. The vital nature of the processes occurring during the formation of stomata is emphasized by the interest of researchers \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\].

A distinctive feature of the epidermal pattern of cereals (in particular, wheat and maize) is the organization of cells in the form of longitudinal cell rows. In this pattern, certain longitudinal cell rows are predetermined for the formation of certain specialized cells, in particular trichomes and stomata. In the process of growth, the stages of morphogenesis occur successively along the leaf growth axis, and this allows one to observe several stages simultaneously. Thanks to this, the epidermis of a cereal leaf is a convenient object for studying morphogenesis. For the formation of stomata, at the distal end of the meristemoid mother cell, a small initial separates by asymmetric division and subsequently forms a specialized cellular structure of the stomata consisting of several cells.

The first stage in the stomata morphogenesis forming a guard mother cell is critical for the formation of a stomata pattern for the whole leaf. It is essential that stomata be smaller than the pavement cells in adjacent rows, which will continue actively growing in length when the stomata will differentiate. Therefore, the guard mother cell forms a specific structure (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c), in which the cell wall between it and the cell from neighboring row has a small length, and the walls facing the inside of the same row has a curved shape and consequently is longer. Before the next division, the guard mother cell induces asymmetric divisions in abutting longitudinal cell rows. These divisions produce subsidiary cells, which also will form elements of the stomata. Since subsidiary cells are recruited from the neighboring rows, it is necessary that the boundary of guard mother cell is not located at the junction of two cells from a neighboring row. For this reason, the guard mother cell usually has four neighbors. At later stages of morphogenesis, the guard mother cell symmetrically divides and forms two guard cells. Thus, properly formed wheat stomata consist of four cells \[[@CR3], [@CR46]--[@CR50]\]. Fig. 5Specification of stomata guard mother cells in the wheat leaf growth zone. **a** Diagram of the neighbor count for each cell of analyzed leaf fragment. The marginal cells were considered as neighbors but did not participate in the further analysis. **b** Diagram of K-means clustering of cells on the basis of their neighbor count and morphometric properties (area, perimeter, length, width, circularity, elongation) for three clusters. Scale bars for A and B: 100 *μ*m. **c** Scheme of manual cell classification: pavement cells (green), stomata guard mother cells (yellow), pavement cells in stomata cell row (red) and formula for cell size index calculation, where M is area of guard mother cell, and S is area of a sister cell for guard mother cell which will not form stomata. **d** Principal components analysis for morphometric properties of cells. Point colors on the scatter plot corresponds to cell colors on diagram (E). Crosses indicate cells that have four neighbors. **e** Histogram of cell size index, the red arrow indicates the median of the distribution

A fragment from the wheat leaf growth zone (cv. Rodina) at the stage of asymmetric divisions was scanned. The resulting 3D image was processed using the LSM-W^2^ plugin. Since guard mother cell usually has four neighbors, we can automatically select this type of cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Selection of clusters according to the neighbor count and morphometric properties (area, perimeter, length, width, circularity, elongation) makes it possible to state that the mother guard cells are well distinguishable from other cells according to these parameters (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). Therefore, for the automatic analysis of precursors of specialized epidermal structures and the cell longitudinal row formation, this method of cell selection is suitable. PCA shows that in PC1 the following parameters (perimeter, neighbor count, area, and cell length) make a major contribution, while in PC2 circularity with negative correlation makes a major contribution. We introduced a cell size index, which is the ratio of the selected cell area and the sum of the areas of the cell and its left neighbor. These cells are direct descendants of one cell. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}e shows the histogram of cell size index for the cells with four neighbors. The median for this distribution is 0.37. Cells with index values greater than 0.5 are probably trichome precursors that are less ordered and have a smaller difference between sister cells' areas. Therefore, using the LSM-W^2^ plugin, it is possible to automatically isolate and measure the guard cell and thus trace the further fate of the development of the epidermal patterns for the cereal leaf, which is important for the study of morphogenesis.

Conclusion {#Sec12}
==========

In modern biological science, interdisciplinary system approaches play an important role. These approaches allow accessing the mechanics of genotype-phenotype interactions, evolution, and development. In many issues of biology, the limiting factor is a not enough high-performance description of the phenotype at the cellular and tissue levels.

Microscopic images are an important source of information on morphometric characteristics of the cells and the statistical analysis of cellular tissue architecture. High-resolution 3D confocal images allow extracting quantitative characteristics describing the cell structure of leaf tissues. However, to obtain a large number of statistical data methods of high throughput computer-based image segmentation should be used.

In this particular work, we performed a new high throughput workflow for detection of structural properties of leaf epidermis from 3D images obtained from confocal laser scanning microscopy. Characteristics of the cell structure and patterns extracted from these images further will act as a basis for the development and verification of spatial models of plant tissues formation mechanisms accounting for structural features of cereal leaves. The central element of the workflow is a new ImageJ-plugin, which processes raw and large-scale lsm-scans and extracts virtual cuts reflecting cellular structure for tissue of interest allowing to obtain morphometric data both by itself and/or by using additional software or other ImageJ-plugins.

We have performed several case studies to show the workflow efficiency and flexibility. We obtain statistical characteristics of the cellular pattern for leaf epidermis of two spring varieties of bread wheat characterized by different morphological features of epidermal cells and grown in water deficit and favorable conditions. Obtained data provide material for formulation hypotheses and modeling variation between phenotypes during variety-specific leaf growth. We carried out a classification of the cells of the growing leaf zone according to morphological characteristics. We have shown the ability to stably distinguish the various zones along the developing leaf using a number of predictors and to detect events of asymmetric division and its parameters. Besides, we defined the parameters of the epidermal jigsaw-puzzle cell pattern for mature maize leaf. The results of this analysis showed the possibility of rapid adaptation of the method to a wide range of plant species, primarily cereals. The results demonstrate that the proposed method is rapid, adequately assesses structure characteristics of leaf epidermis, and the data obtained by this method significantly correlate with manual measurement of cell lengths. Thus, the proposed method is efficient for high-throughput analysis of cell architecture of leaf epidermis in cereal genetic experiments and selection. Our technique allows one to study morphogenesis using inexpensive and rapid sample preparation and does not require the use of transgenesis and reporter genetic structures, expanding the range of species and varieties to study.

Availability and requirements {#Sec13}
=============================

**Project name:** LSM-W ^2^

**Project home page:**<https://imagej.net/LSM_Worker>, <https://github.com/JmanJ/LSM_Worker> and <https://pixie.bionet.nsc.ru/LSM_WORKER/>

**Operating system(s):** Windows, Mac OS, Linux

**Programming language:** Java

**Other requirements:** ImageJ launcher (Fiji)

**License:** FreeBSD

**Any restrictions to use by non-academics:** no

Additional files
================

 {#Sec14}

Additional file 1Staining and microscopy protocol. (DOCX 15 kb)

Additional file 2LSM-W^2^ user manual. (DOCX 1266 kb)

Additional file 3LSM-W^2^ class diagram. (JPG 401 kb)

CW

:   Calcofluor-white

DAPI

:   4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

LSM

:   Laser scanning microscopy

PC

:   Principal component

PCA

:   Principal components analysis

PI

:   Propidium iodide

**Availability of data and materials**

The application and documentation are available at <https://imagej.net/LSM_Worker>, <https://github.com/JmanJ/LSM_Worker> and <http://pixie.bionet.nsc.ru/LSM_WORKER/>.
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